


So what did we learn ?
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Predicting Wellness where ever you are



Behavioural REAL time 

data is making all sorts of 

possibilities

for life enhancement





The most important new job in 

the world belonged to …. ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhIzJJw-

Jhg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhIzJJw-Jhg






https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhIzJJw-Jhg

THE WORLD’S FASTEST GROWING LANGUAGE 

A unified emoji for wellness ? 

http://decodemoji.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhIzJJw-Jhg
http://decodemoji.com/
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Democratization of information leads to more Peer-to-Peer 

wellness/medicine/health ecosystems 

source: www.healthstandard.com
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Jack Andraka
After a close family friend died of pancreatic 

cancer, 15-year-old Jack Andraka began working 
on a way to help future patients and at the age of 

16 , he came up with a novel approach to 
detecting pancreatic cancer

Kim Goodsell
She is unlucky enough to have two very rare diseases.                   

She taught herself genetics to find out until she was able to       
diagnose complex medical conditions that their physicians        

could never have time to figure out. 

source: www.healthstandard.com



It seems Technology will coordinate integrated health/wellness
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Structured discovery, exploration and tracking of the narratives 

that matter to your business

Increasing 

consensus 

over time

More debate

More participation

Wellness 

( USA )

Wellness 

( USA )



Lacks real 

engagement
Passing buzz,          

may not last

Overall 

affect 

Emotional 

activation 

cues

Content 

power  

Power 

media 

index 

Visual 

exploration

Language 

exploration

Long term deep 

engagement 

Power to 

disrupt 



Wellness ( Singapore )

wellness ( Italy ) 

Wellness 

( USA )

Wellness ( Japan )

Wellness ( Singapore )

Wellness ( Italy ) 

Wellness ( USA )

Wellnessm ( Japan )

ACTIVE

NEGATIVE POSITIVE 

PASSIVE 

WELLNESS NARRATIVE WELLNESS AFFECT 





( USA )

( 

Italy ) 

( Singapore  )

( Japan )

Wonder 

Astonishment 

Surprise 

Earnestness

Gravity

Easiness

Tranquility

Calmness

Easiness

Tranquility

Calmness

Wonder 

Astonishment 

Surprise 

Closeness

Belonging

Joy

Fit

Bad temper

Anger

Dislike



Wellness 

( Singapore  )



Wellness and food 

Wellness and food 

Actually = Wellness pet food 





Wellness Nutrition  



Wellness and retail 

ACTIVE

NEGATIVE POSITIVE 

PASSIVE 

ENTUSIASM

EXPECTATION

HOPE, 

CALMNESS, JOY, 

LOVE

COMPASSION

Wellness and retail 



Best Buy

Saks

Debenhams

Anthropologie

The Goods 

Mart

Westfield

Singapore 

Airlines

Apple





wellness at retail has had a                      

sense of luxury

is it being democratized ?
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The AF Brands app measures the real age 

friendliness of what you offer



In a world of virtual/augmented/“fake 

news”/streaming reality 

Getting a message across is tougher

And maybe … hopefully …truly … 

people want something more real 














